ALLOCMENT CONNECTION TO DRAIN NOTES:
1. ALL ALLOTMENT CONNECTION PIPES TO BE MINIMUM Ø100 UPVC - SEWER CLASS.
2. ALL CONNECTIONS TO COUNCIL’S STORMWATER DRAINAGE NETWORK ARE TO BE
   INSPECTED BY COUNCIL’S REPRESENTATIVE PRIOR TO BACKFILLING.
3. REAR OF ALLOTMENT DRAIN BACKFILLING TO BE IN ACCORDANCE WITH AS 3725.
4. FOR ALLOTMENT CONNECTION DETAILS REFER SD-220, SD-221 & SD-222.

SECTION

ALLOCMENT CONNECTION TO DRAIN (SD-223)
TO RCP OR FRCP ALLOTMENT DRAIN
FOR FRONT OR REAR OF ALLOTMENT DRAIN CONNECTIONS
NOTE TO SCALE

1. All dimensions are in millimeters unless otherwise shown.
2. It is the responsibility of the individual to ensure that they are using the current version of this drawing. Council accepts no liability for issues arising from the use of superseded drawings. Printed copies of this drawing are uncontrolled.
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